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Green fluorescent genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs) are the most popular tool for visualization of calcium

dynamics in vivo. However, most of them are based on the EGFP protein and have similar molecular brightnesses. The

NTnC indicator, which is composed of the mNeonGreen fluorescent protein with the insertion of troponin C, has higher

brightness as compared to EGFP-based GECIs, but shows a limited inverted response with an ΔF/F of 1.

By insertion of a calmodulin/M13-peptide pair into the mNeonGreen protein, we developed a green GECI called NCaMP7.

In vitro, NCaMP7 showed positive response with an ΔF/F of 27 and high affinity (Kd of 125 nM) to calcium ions. NCaMP7

demonstrated a 1.7-fold higher brightness and similar calcium-association/dissociation dynamics compared to the

standard GCaMP6s GECI in vitro.

According to fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments, the NCaMP7 design partially prevented

interactions of NCaMP7 with the intracellular environment. The NCaMP7 crystal structure was obtained at 1.75Å

resolution to uncover the molecular basis of its calcium ions sensitivity.

The NCaMP7 indicator retained a high and fast response when expressed in cultured HeLa and neuronal cells. Finally, we

successfully utilized the NCaMP7 indicator for in vivo visualization of grating-evoked and place-dependent neuronal

activity in the visual cortex and the hippocampus of mice using a two-photon microscope and an NVista miniscope,

respectively.
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1. Development of Bright Green Fluorescent Positive Calcium Indicators
Based on the mNeonGreen Protein

To develop a bright green calcium indicator, we inserted a CaM/M13-peptide Ca -binding domain into the mNeonGreen

fluorescent protein and performed several rounds of optimization using directed molecular evolution in a bacterial system

. We selected the mNeonGreen protein as the fluorescent moiety because of its high molecular brightness that was

preserved in the NTnC calcium indicator . As a Ca -binding motif, we used the CaM and M13-peptide excised from the

GCaMP6s GECI and fused together via the flexible GGSGGGSSS linker in a similar way as in ncpGCaMP6s . We

started with the generation of two libraries with the insertion of the M13/CaM or CaM/M13 Ca -binding parts in a different

order between residues 145 and 146 of the mNeonGreen protein in the same way as in the NTnC indicator (Figure 1) ,

and randomized both of the 3-amino-acid-long linkers between the fluorescent mNeonGreen and Ca -binding domains

(Figure S1). These libraries were further analyzed using a two-step screening strategy, including screening on the

bacterial colonies under a fluorescent stereomicroscope and in the solution in a 96-well plate format as described earlier

. As a result of screening, we found fluorescent variants with positive responses to calcium ions, demonstrating the

maximal fluorescence contrasts of 1.3- and 2.1-fold for the M13/CaM- and CaM/M13-based libraries, respectively. The

variant with the highest calcium sensitivity was chosen as a template for further optimization.

The chosen clone was subjected to ten sequential rounds of random mutagenesis, followed by screening. During each

round, we screened approximately 20,000 colonies to identify variants with the largest response to the calcium ions and

the highest brightness, following the previously described protocol . After ten rounds of random mutagenesis and

selection, we chose the four variants with the best performance in terms of fluorescence contrast and brightness, but with

different affinity to calcium ions, and named them NCaMP4, NCaMP7, NCaMP9, and NCaMP10 (mNeonGreen-derived

CaM/M13-Peptide-based calcium indicator). The NCaMP indicators had 25–26 mutations relative to the original template-

library (Figure S1).
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Figure 1. In vitro properties of the purified NCaMP7 indicator. (a) A scheme of the original library for optimization of linkers

in the NCaMP7 indicator and a cartoon representation of its crystal structure (PDB ID—6XW2). (b) Absorbance spectra

for NCaMP7 in Ca -bound (10 mM Ca ) and Ca -free (10 mM EDTA) state at pH 7.2. (c) Excitation and emission

spectra for NCaMP7 in Ca -bound (10 mM Ca ) and Ca -free (10 mM EDTA) states, pH 7.2. (d) Fluorescence intensity

for NCaMP7 in Ca -bound (10 µM Ca ) and Ca -free (10 µM EDTA) states as a function of pH. Error bars represent the

standard deviation. (e) Ca  titration curves for NCaMP7 in the absence and in the presence of 1 mM MgCl , pH 7.2. Error

bars represent the standard deviation. (f) Calcium-association and -dissociation kinetics for the NCaMP7 and control

GCaMP6s indicators investigated using stopped-flow fluorimetry. Calcium-association and -dissociation kinetics curves

were acquired at 300 nM final and at 1000 nM starting Ca -free concentrations, respectively. (d–f) Three replicates were

averaged for analysis.
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Figure S1. Alignment of the amino acid sequences for the original library and NCaMP calcium indicators. Alignment

numbering follows that of NCaMPs. Residues from fluorescent part buried in β-can are highlighted with green. Residues

that are forming chromophore are underlined. Mutations in NCaMPs related to the original library including linkers

between fluorescent and calcium-binding parts are highlighted in red. Residues that are forming Ca -binding loops are

highlighted in cyan. Calcium-coordinating residues are selected with asterisks.
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2. Crystal Structure of the NCaMP7 Indicator in Its Calcium-Saturated
State

The structural study of NCaMP7 was carried out to shed light on the molecular basis of the sensitivity of NCaMPs to

calcium ions, to describe the impacts of mutations found during the engineering of the NCaMP indicators, and thus to help

future research improve fluorescent sensors’ properties. We chose the NCaMP7 indicator for structural studies because it

outperformed other NCaMPs in neuronal cultures and in in vivo experiments, as described below. We successfully

crystallized the NCaMP7 indicator in the Ca -bound state and determined its spatial structure at 1.75 Å resolution.

There is one NCaMP7 molecule in the asymmetric unit, and contact analysis revealed that the protein has a monomeric

state in the crystal. The overall structure of the NCaMP7 consists of two linked domains—the mNeonGreen fluorescent

domain and the CaM/M13-peptide Ca -binding domain (Figures 1a and 2a). Both domains are clearly visible in the

electron density map. The mNeonGreen domain has a typical β-barrel fold with the chromophore formed by GYG

amino acids and positioned on the central helix of the barrel. The chromophore orientation is additionally fixed by

hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) to P65, R98, Y114, and E401, and water-mediated H-bonds to Y225, Y366, R386, and T388

(Figure 2b). The phenolic group of the chromophore points to the β-barrel surface towards the Y225, C330, and W348

residues. The Ca -binding domain is tightly bound to the fluorescent domain via a network of H-bonds and salt bridges.

The M13-peptide of the Ca -binding domain is folded into α-helix and disposed of in the central part of this domain.

Comparison of NCaMP7 (protein data bank identifier, PDB ID—6XW2) and GCaMP6m (PDB ID—3WLD) [20] structures

being superposed by their calcium-binding parts (root-mean-square deviation, RMSD—1.6 Å ) revealed a different mutual

orientation of both domains, despite a canonical overall architecture of the molecules (Figure S2). This difference may be

attributed to the different NTnC- and GCaMP-like types of design for the indicators that implies different contact interfaces

between the fluorescent domain and the CaM/M13-peptide calcium-binding domain.

Figure S2. Superposition of NCaMP7 (PDB ID - 6XW2, in magenta) and GCaMP6m (PDB ID 3WLD, in yellow)
structures. Chromophores for NCaMP7 and GCaMP6m are shown in cyan and red colors, respectively. Calcium ions for

NCaMP7 and GCaMP6m are in magenta and green. M13 peptide is labeled as well as calcium ions. Structures are

superposed by their calmodulin domains.

To understand the molecular bases of the Ca -dependent fluorescence changes for the NCaMP7 indicator, we first

analyzed the direct contacts between the chromophore moiety and the Ca -binding domain. The deprotonated phenolic

group of the chromophore forms three water-mediated H-bonds with the OH group of T388, the main chain C=O of R386,

and the OH group of Y225 (Figure 2b). Notably, Y225 is located at the end of α4 in CaM and protrudes towards the

surface “hole” of the NCaMP7 fluorescent part to stabilize the deprotonated phenolic group of the chromophore.

Therefore, residues from both the fluorescent and Ca -binding domains stabilize the deprotonated state of the NCaMP7

chromophore. The deprotonated phenolic group of the chromophore in the parental mNeonGreen, in addition to two

water-mediated H-bonds with R195 (corresponding to R386 in NCaMP7), forms also two water-mediated H-bonds with

the main chain C=O of C139 and with the OH group of S141 (corresponding to C330 and S332 in NCaMP7) . According

to the GCaMP6m structure, two amino acid residues from α4 of CaM, R376, and Y380 (corresponding to the respective
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R221 and Y225 in NCaMP7; Figure S3), protrude towards the surface entrance of cpEGFP . The former in GCaMP6m

stabilizes the deprotonated phenolic group of the chromophore through a water-mediated H-bond; the corresponding

R221 in NCaMP7 is located far away from the chromophore. The Y380 residue in GCaMP6m does not form an H-bond

with the chromophore (like Y225 in NCaMP7), but provides a bulk phenolic group that blocks solvent access to the

chromophore . Hence, we speculate that Y225 in NCaMP7 (similar to Y380 in GCaMP6m [20]) plays a crucial role in the

translation of the Ca -dependent conformational change in the CaM/M13-peptide domain to the chromophore’s

environment, modulating indicator fluorescence.

Figure 2. Overview of the crystal structure for the NCaMP7 indicator (PDB ID—6XW2). (a) Cartoon representation of

NCaMP7 crystal structure (90 degrees rotated as compared to Figure 1a). The immediate surroundings of the

chromophore (b) and calcium ions (c,d). (e) The coordination sphere of the calcium ion (in red) and positions for the

calcium-coordinating residues in the sequence of EF1-4-hands loops (X means different residues observed in the same

position among the four EF1-4-hands of NCaMP7). Hydrogen bonds and water molecule are shown as blue lines and

orange circle, respectively.

We next describe NCaMP7 calcium coordinating centers, which determined the affinity and specificity to calcium ions, and

compare their structure to that in the other Ca -binding proteins. Calcium ions in each of the four EF hands of the Ca -

binding domain form one H-bond with a water molecule and six H-bonds with five amino acids (enumeration of amino acid

positions starts from the first in the EF hand): D1 (one H-bond with carboxyl), D3 (one H-bond with carboxyl), D/N5 (one

H-bond with carboxyl or amide), T/Y/Q7 (one H-bond with backbone C=O), and E12 (two H-bonds with carboxyl) (Figure

2c–e). Ca -bound water molecules in the EF hands form from two to four additional H-bonds with D3, D/N5, D9, and/or

E12. Therefore, the EF hands in NCaMP7 have a canonical structure consisting of two short α-helices connected by a

loop region, which, together with a single water molecule, provide seven ligands coordinating a single Ca  ion in a

pentagonal bi-pyramidal coordination sphere. The calcium coordination centers in the other calcium indicators and the

Ca -binding proteins have a similar composition and 3D structure . Hence, NCaMP7 calcium coordinating centers

share compositions and structures typical to the calcium-binding proteins, and the calcium-binding centers were not

affected by insertion of the CaM/M13 domain into mNeonGreen.
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Figure S3. Alignment of the amino acid sequences for the GCaMP6m and NCaMP7 fluorescent proteins. Alignment

numbering follows that of GCaMP6m (top line) and NCaMP7 (bottom line). Residues from fluorescent part buried in β-can

are highlighted with green. Residues that are forming chromophore are underlined. Mutations in NCaMP7 appeared

during protein engineering including linkers between fluorescent and calcium-binding parts are highlighted in red.

Residues that are forming Ca -binding loops are highlighted in cyan. Calcium-coordinating residues are selected with

asterisks. Secondary structure is presented for the NCaMP7 indicator based on its X-ray data.

Next, we related the impacts of the mutations found during mutagenesis of the NCaMPs to the X-ray data. The NCaMP

indicators revealed 25–26 mutations relative to the original template library (Figures S1 and S4). Among these mutations,

11, 8-9, and 6 mutations were located in the fluorescent domain, the CaM/M13-peptide calcium-binding domain, and the

linkers between these domains, respectively. According to the crystal structure of NCaMP7, the R331V and F346L

mutations in the fluorescent domain were located about 6.0 Å from the GYG chromophore tripeptide, and all other

mutations were more than 6.0 Å away from the chromophore. We speculate that the F346L mutation may be responsible
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for the slightly decreased brightness of the NCaMP4 indicator (Table S1) because it reduced the hydrophobic pocket

composed of side rings of F346 and W348 residues (Figure S5). Since the side group of the V331 residue is directed

away from the chromophore, an effect of the R331V mutation on the chromophore’s properties is unlikely (Figure S5).

Hence, except for the F346L mutation, all other mutations in the fluorescent domain that appeared during NCaMP’s

development seem not to affect the fluorescent properties of the chromophore.

Figure S4. Overview of the mutations found during mutagenesis of NCaMPs on the crystal structure of the
NCaMP7 indicator (PDB ID - 6XW2). Cartoon representation of NCaMP7 crystal structure with mutations in fluorescent

domain close to the chromophore (within 6Å, in orange), common mutation in CaM and M13-peptide calcium-binding

domain (in magenta) and mutations unique to each of NCaMPs (in black).

Figure S5. 6.0Å chromophore environment according to NCaMP7 X-ray structure (PDB ID - 6XW2). Chromophore,

6.0Å-surrounding residues, water molecules as dots and V331, F346 residues are shown in green, yellow, blue and

magenta colors, respectively. H-bonds are shown as dash lines.

Mutations in CaM and the M13-peptide of NCaMPs may presumably affect the dynamic range and calcium affinities of the

indicators. All NCaMPs share six identical mutations in the CaM domain and one identical mutation in the M13-peptide

(Figure S1). The I210L and S248G mutations are located in the EF2 and EF3 Ca -binding hands, respectively (Figure

S4). According to NCaMP7’s crystal structure, the main chain C=O and NH groups of L210 in EF2 form H-bonds with the

main chain NH and C=O groups of I174 located in EF1 (Figure S6a). The side chain of L210 is buried into a bulk

hydrophobic pocket formed by the hydrophobic amino acids from EF1 and EF2 (F163, F166, I174, L179, M198, I199,

L210, F215, M218, and M219) and from the M13-peptide (A317, I318, and L321) (Figure S6b). Therefore, the I210L

mutation might influence EF1–EF2 and CaM–M13-peptide interactions. According to NCaMP7’s crystal structure, the
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main chain NH group of G248 from EF3 forms an H-bond with the carboxyl of E251 (that forms two H-bonds with Ca  in

EF3) and the C=O group of G248 forms H-bonds with main chain NH groups of E251 and L252 (Figure S7). The S248G

mutation in NCaMPs results in a loss of the –CH –OH group and a possible water-mediated H-bond with Q282 from EF4

or with water, which coordinates Ca  in EF3. Hence, the S248G mutation may impact the tuning of the EF3–EF4

interaction and contacts inside EF3. Of the rest of the four identical mutations in CaM of NCaMPs—Q196R, D197V,

D269G, and M271L—the first three are located on the surface of CaM and lead to the addition of a positive charge

(Q196R) and the removal of two negative charges (D197V and D269G). The main chain carbonyl group of L271 forms an

H-bond with NH of the side chain indole of W308 from the M13-peptide (Figure S8). The side chain of L271 is buried into

the hydrophobic pocket formed by L252, V255, M256, and L263 from CaM, as well as W308 and A311 from the M13-

peptide. The identical T311A mutation in the M13-peptide for all NCaMPs results in the removal of the OH group from the

same hydrophobic cluster. This mutation in the M13-peptide might adjust the affinity of NCaMP indicators to calcium ions

in a similar way as for the FGCaMP indicator . Thus, seven common mutations in all calcium indicators of the NCaMP

series may be responsible for the tuning of the intramolecular interactions inside CaM or between CaM and the M13-

peptide.

Figure S6. L210 residue hydrogen (a) and hydrophobic (b) contacts according to NCaMP7 X-ray structure (PDB ID
- 6XW2). (a) Two H-bonds between L210 (in magenta) and I174 residues are shown as dash lines. (b) Side group of L210

residue (in magenta) is exposed to the hydrophobic pocket which is formed by residues from M13-peptide (A317, I318,

and L321, in yellow) and CaM (EF1 and EF2 hands and adjacent to them amino acids) (F163, F166, I174, L179, I199,

L210, F215, M218, and M219, in green).
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Figure S7. G248 residue surrounding according to NCaMP7 X-ray structure (PDB ID - 6XW2). H-bonds are shown

as dash lines between G248 (in magenta) and E251, E251 and calcium ion from EF3 (as red dots), G248 and L252, Q282

and water molecule (as blue dots), water molecule and calcium ion from EF4 (as red dots). Calcium ions and water

molecules are shown as red spheres and blue dots, respectively.

Figure S8. L271 residue surrounding according to NCaMP7 X-ray structure (PDB ID - 6XW2). H-bond is shown as

dash lines between L271 (in magenta) and W308. E251 Calcium ion from EF4 is shown as red sphere. Side group of

L271 residue (in magenta) is exposed to the hydrophobic pocket which is formed by residues from M13-peptide (A311

and W30, in yellow) and CaM (L252, V255, M256, L263 and L271, in green).

 Table 1. In vitro properties of purified NCaMP7 indicator compared to GCaMP6s.

Properties

Proteins

NCaMP7 GCaMP6s

apo sat apo sat

Abs/Exc maximum (nm) 402/406 509/512 402/ND 500/ND

Emission maximum (nm) 520 522 518 515

Quantum yield 0.048 ± 0.003 0.52 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.01 0.61

ε (mM  cm ) 46.6 ± 2.7 110.0 ± 7.3 33.3 ± 0.6 77 ± 3

Brightness (%) 6.5 179 8.3 107

ΔF/F (fold)

0 mM Mg 89 ± 27 43 ± 6

1 mM Mg 27 ± 3 46 ± 24

a

−1 −1 b

c
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pK
5.43 ± 0.09

6.62 ± 0.09
6.18 ± 0.21 9.6 ± 0.3 6.16 ± 0.08

K  (nM)

0 mM Mg 96 ± 5 (n = 2.2 ± 0.3) 144±3 (n = 3.5 ± 0.2)

1 mM Mg 125 ± 7 (n = 1.8 ± 0.2) 227.3 ± 0.2

k  (s ) 0.54 ± 0.02 0.49 ± 0.05

k  (s ) 

k  (contrib., %) 0.89 ± 0.01 (78 ± 1)

0.69 ± 0.01

k  (contrib., %) 0.11 ± 0.01 (22 ± 1)

t , s 1.1 ± 0.1 1.01 ± 0.04

        

 mEGFP (quantum yield, QY = 0.60 ref. [25]) and mTagBFP2 (QY = 0.64 ref. [26]) were used as reference standards for

500–509- and 402-nm absorbing states, respectively.  Extinction coefficient was determined by alkaline denaturation. 

Brightness was normalized to mEGFP, with a QY of 0.60 and an extinction coefficient of 53.3 ± 3.6 mM cm .  Hill

coefficient is shown in brackets.  The observed association rates were determined at 300 nM Ca  concentration from

association kinetics curves (Figure 1f). GCaMP6f had k  value of 1.28 ± 0.03 sec .  k  values were estimated from

calcium dissociation curves (Figure 1f) using mono or double exponential decay fitting with individual exponent

contributions shown in the brackets. GCaMP6f had a k  value of 1.89 ± 0.01 s .  GCaMP6f had a t  value of 0.37 ±

0.04 s. ND, not determined.

 In addition to common mutations, each of the NCaMP indicators contain additional individual mutations in the CaM

domain (Figures S1 and S4), which may be responsible for the observed differences in their calcium affinities. According

to the K  values, NCaMP4 has the highest affinity to Ca  (Table 1 and Table S1). The N189S mutation in NCaMP4 is

located before the Ca -binding EF2 hand. According to NCaMP7’s structure, N189 forms H-bonds with two water

molecules on the surface of the indicator through its main chain and two H-bonds with R184, one water-mediated bond

via side chain atom with main chain of R184 and another one with side chain of R184 (Figure S9). There is an H-bond

network from R184 to T176 in the EF1 hand through G180, and water-mediated contact with E192 (all of these residues

lay on one α-helix). Therefore, the N189S mutation in NCaMP4 may indirectly influence the position of amino acids in the

EF1 hand and result in higher affinity to Ca  ions. NCaMP7 contains two mutations around the EF2 hand, N200I and

T217A. According to NCaMP7’s structure, I200 is located on the surface of the indicator, and its main chain C=O forms

two H-bonds with two water molecules and one water-mediated H-bond with the main chain C=O of D203 in the EF2 hand

coordinating Ca  ion (Figure S10). The N200I mutation in NCaMP7 may result in a loss of an anticipated additional

water-mediated H-bond between the side chains of N200 and D203. According to NCaMP7’s structure, the main chain NH

group of A217 forms an H-bond with the main chain C=O of P213 in the EF2 hand, and the main chain C=O group of

A217 forms water-mediated H-bonds with the main chain C=O group of A147 and the side chain NH of His148 imidazole

in the first linker between the fluorescent and Ca -binding domains of NCaMP7 (Figure S11). Hence, the N200I and

T217A mutations in NCaMP7 may affect the positions of amino acids in the EF2 hand and in the first linker between the

fluorescent and Ca -binding domains. The side chains of amino acids in positions 156 and 256 mutated in NCaMP9 and

NCaMP10, respectively (Figure S1), are part of the hydrophobic clusters. The mutation I156L in NCaMP9 may influence

the location of the calcium-coordinating amino acids in the EF2 hand because, according to NCaMP7’s structure, the side

chain of I156 makes hydrophobic interactions with F212, F215, and L216 from the EF2 hand or adjacent to it (Figure

S12). Therefore, the mutation I156L in NCaMP9 may result in a decrease of its calcium affinity through the suggested

mechanism. The impact from the M256L mutation in NCaMP10 may be similar to the impact from the M271L mutation

discussed above, because the side chains of both amino acids are buried in the same hydrophobic pocket formed by the

amino acids of CaM and the M13-peptide (Figure S8). The E214G mutation in NCaMP10 is the key mutation responsible

for decreasing calcium affinity of the sensor due to a loss of two H-bonds between E214 and Ca  ion in the EF2 hand
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(Figure S13). Thus, the main impacts of additional mutations in the CaM domain of NCaMPs on their properties are

ensured by indirect changes of the positions of calcium-coordinating amino acids in the EF1 and EF2 hands or by direct

loss of H-bonds with Ca  in the EF2 hand.

Figure S9. N189 residue surrounding and H-bonds network to the T176 residue from EF1 calcium coordinating
center according to NCaMP7 X-ray structure (PDB ID - 6XW2). H-bonds network is shown as dash lines between

N189 (in magenta), R184, water molecules (in blue dots), E192, G180 and T176. Calcium ion from EF1 is shown as red

sphere.

Figure S10. I200 residue surrounding and H-bonds network to the D203 residue from EF2 calcium coordinating
center according to NCaMP7 X-ray structure (PDB ID - 6XW2). H-bonds network is shown as dash lines between I200

(in magenta), water molecules (in blue dots), E203 and calcium ion from EF2 (red sphere).
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Figure S11. A217 residue surrounding and H-bonds network to the A147 and H148 residues from linker between
fluorescent and calcium-binding domains according to NCaMP7 X-ray structure (PDB ID - 6XW2). H-bonds network

is shown as dash lines between A217 (in magenta), water molecules (in blue dots), P213, A147 and H148.

Figure S12. I156 residue surrounding and network to the residues in EF2 coordinating calcium ion according to
NCaMP7 X-ray structure (PDB ID - 6XW2). Calcium ion from EF2 is shown as red sphere. Side group of I156 residue (in

magenta) is exposed to the hydrophobic pocket which is formed by residues from EF2 (F212, in green) and adjacent to

EF2 amino acids (F215 and L216, in green). Water molecules are shown in blue dots.



Figure S13. E214 residue surrounding and calcium coordination sphere in EF2 hand according to NCaMP7 X-ray
structure (PDB ID - 6XW2). Side group of E214 residue (in magenta) forms two H-bonds with calcium ion (as red dots)

from EF2. Water molecules are shown as blue dots.

3. In Vitro Characterization of the Purified NCaMP Indicators

First, we characterized the spectral and biochemical properties of the purified NCaMP7 calcium indicator in the Ca -free

(apo) and Ca -saturated (sat) states (Figure 1b-f and Table 1). In parallel, we characterized the properties of its

derivatives, NCaMP4, NCaMP9, and NCaMP10, having higher or lower affinity to calcium ions (Table S1). Later, when we

carried out a side-by-side comparison of NCaMPs using stopped-flow fluorimetry, in cultured neurons and in vivo in mice,

NCaMP7 showed superior performance; thus, we focused on NCaMP7.

At pH 7.2, NCaMPs  and NCaMPs  had absorption peaks at 400–403 and 505–509 nm, respectively (Figure 1b, Table

1, and Table S1). The excitation maxima in apo- and sat-states were at 400-408 and 508-512 nm, respectively. When

excited at 390 and 470 nm, NCaMPs  and NCaMPs  fluoresced with emission peaks at 520 and 520–522 nm,

respectively (Figure 1c, Table 1, and Table S1). Hence, the NCaMP variants exhibited almost identical spectral properties.

The brightness of the NCaMPs  indicators in terms of the product of the extinction coefficient and quantum yield was

1.66–1.82-fold larger than that of the EGFP protein. In the absence of calcium ions, the brightness of NCaMPs  dropped

as a result of a decrease of both quantum yield and extinction coefficient. The fluorescence ΔF/F dynamic range of the

NCaMP indicators varied in the range of 32–99. The addition of 1 mM (physiological) concentration of Mg  ions

decreased the ΔF/F dynamic range of NCaMPs down to 8.9–29 (Table 1 and Table S1); however, in the latter conditions,

the high ΔF/F dynamic range of the NCaMP7 indicator was preserved over 27 and was only 1.7-fold lower than that of

GCaMPs or 27-fold larger compared to the NTnC indicator.

As the intracellular pH varies from 5.0 in lysosomes to 7.5 in the cytosol , we studied the dependence of the

fluorescence and dynamic range of the NCaMP indicators on pH. In the presence of 100 µM calcium ions, NCaMPs

exhibited a pH dependence of their fluorescence with pK  values of 5.88–6.18, which were similar to the pK  values of

GCaMP6s  (Figure 1d, Table 1, and Table S1). The fluorescence of NCaMPs  had a bell-shaped pH dependence with

pK  = 5.38–5.44 and pK  = 6.58–6.84. The different pH stability of NCaMPs in the Ca -bound and Ca -free states

resulted in a dependence of its dynamic range on pH. The fluorescence and dynamic range of the control GCaMP6s

calcium indicator with pK = 6.16 and 9.6 in sat- and apo-states, respectively, were also sensitive to pH variations. Thus,

pH variations can contribute to the NCaMPs Ca  response.

We further assessed the affinity of the NCaMP indicators to Ca  ions in the absence and presence of 1 mM Mg

(equivalent to 0.58–1 mM free Mg  ions concentration), a concentration that mimics that of 0.5–1–5 mM in the cytosol of

mammalian cells . According to the equilibrium binding titration experiments, NCaMPs demonstrated a K  value of

66–204 nM (Figure 1e, Table 1, and Table S1). These affinities match the Ca -free concentration changes from 50–100

nM up to 250–10,000 nM in the cytosol of mammalian cells [30,31]. The equilibrium Hill coefficients for the NCaMP

indicators varied in the range of 1.7–2.2. They were slightly lower as compared to the Hill coefficient (n = 3.5) for the

GCaMP6s indicator. The decreased cooperativity of Ca  binding by NCaMPs, as compared to GCaPM6s, could be

explained by the different topology of these indicators. The addition of 1 mM Mg  ions increased their K  values up to 82–

306 nM or in 1.24–1.66-fold. The lowering of NCaMPs’ affinity in the presence of Mg  ions was similar to the 1.58-fold
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increase of the K  value for the GCaMP6s indicator. The addition of 1 mM Mg  ions also lowered the Hill coefficient

values by 1.22–1.36-fold, decreasing the cooperativity of NCaMPs’ interaction with calcium ions (Table 1 and Table S1).

Hence, the physiological concentrations of Mg  ions decreased the dynamic range and Ca  affinity of the NCaMP

indicators, but in these conditions, NCaMP7 preserved a high dynamic range of 27 and a calcium affinity of 125 nM, which

were 1.7- and 1.8-fold lower, respectively, relative to the same values for GCaMP6s indicator.

In size-exclusion chromatography, in the presence of Ca  ions, NCaMP7 eluted as a monomer at a concentration of 1.7

mg/mL (Figure S14), similar to NTnC and GCaMP6s . NCaMP7 preserved its monomeric state, even at higher

concentrations, because it crystallized as a monomer (Figure 1a). Monomeric proteins are less prone to cytotoxicity in

mammalian cells  and allow labeling of individual proteins . The latter possibility may ensure the direction of

NCaMP7 to different places inside the cells, such as organelles, and spines and synapsis in neurons, by fusing NCaMP7

with various signal peptides and proteins.

Figure S14. Fast protein liquid chromatography of NCaMP7. NCaMP7 (1.7 mg/ml) was eluted in 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH

7.5) and 200 mM NaCl buffer supplemented with 5 mM CaCl . The molecular weight of NCaMP7 was determined from a

linear regression of the dependence of logarithm of control molecular weights vs elution volume.

Overall, the in vitro characterization revealed that NCaMPs had 1.66–1.82-fold improved brightness as compared to the

EGFP protein, were sensitive to pH variations, and demonstrated a positive ΔF/F response to calcium ions of 8.9–29 with

an affinity of 82–306 nM in the presence of physiological Mg  concentration. The main advantages of the NCaMP7

indicator demonstrating the best performance in vivo are a 1.7-fold higher brightness over the GCaMP6s indicator and a

positive response and significant 27-fold enhanced dynamic range as compared to the inverted NTnC, the first

mNeonGreen-based calcium indicator.

4. Characterization of the Kinetics for the NCaMP Calcium Indicators
Using Stopped-Flow Fluorimetry

Since neuronal activity occurs with high rates, it was important to assess the Ca -association and -dissociation kinetics

for the NCaMP indicators in tight comparison with fast GCaMP6s and GCaMP6f GECIs. The kinetic curves obtained for

the control GECIs and NCaMP4 were mono-exponential (Figure S15 and Table S2). Other NCaMP indicators exhibited bi-

exponential calcium dissociation kinetics, mono-exponential association kinetics at a low (300 nM) Ca  concentration,

and bi-exponential association kinetics at Ca  concentrations of 700–1000 nM (Figure 1f, Figure S6, Table 1, Table S1,

and Table S2). The two exponents and the respective rate constants (k  and k ) corresponded to rapid and slow binding

processes. The rapid processes dominated and accounted for the major fluorescence changes in all cases.
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Figure S15. Calcium-association and -dissociation kinetics for the NCaMP7 indicator, its variants, GCaMP6s and
GCaMP6f investigated using stopped-flow fluorimetry. (a)-(c) Calcium-association kinetics curves for given GECIs

were recorded at 300, 700 and 1000 nM Ca -free final concentration. (d) Calcium-dissociation kinetics for respective

GECIs was recorded at 1000 nM Ca -free starting concentration. Three replicates were averaged for analysis.

The Ca  dissociation half-times of 1.1 ± 0.1 and 1.3 ± 0.1 s for NCaMP7 and NCaMP4 were close to that for GCaMP6s

(1.01 ± 0.04 s) (Figure 1f, Table 1, and Table S1). Of all NCaMPs, NCaMP10 showed the fastest Ca  dissociation, with a

half-time of 0.75 ± 0.04 s. This was 2.0-fold slower than the dissociation kinetics of GCaMP6f, which showed a half-time of

0.37 ± 0.04 s (Table S1). Despite the relatively low affinity to calcium ions, NCaMP9 had the slowest dissociation kinetics

(half-time of 1.6 ± 0.1 s), 1.6-fold slower as compared to GCaMP6s. Hence, according to the dissociation kinetics data,

NCaMP4, NCaMP7, and NCaMP10 resembled GCaMP6s and GCaMP6m , while NCaMP9 was not optimal in this

regard.

At calcium concentrations of 300–1000 nM, the association rates for NCaMP7 were similar to the respective rates for the

control GCaMP6s GECI (Figure 1f and Table S2). NCaMP4 demonstrated the highest association rates among all

NCaMPs, 2.3–3.3-fold higher than those for GCaMP6s, which was in line with its largest affinity to calcium ions (Table S1

and Table S2). As compared to GCaMP6s, NCaMP9 and NCaMP10 bound to calcium ions with 1.2–2.6-fold different rates

depending on calcium concentration. Hence, according to the stopped-flow experiments, NCaMP indicators demonstrated

fast dissociation–association kinetics, similar to that for the fast indicators from the GCaMPs family, and can be applied for

further characterization in HeLa and neuronal cells. Calcium dissociation–association kinetics for the best NCaMP7

indicator were very close to the respective kinetics of GCaMP6s in spite of the 1.8-fold larger calcium affinity for NCaMP7.

5. Calcium-Dependent Response of the NCaMP Calcium Indicators in
HeLa Mammalian Cells

To compare the performance of the green NCaMP indicators with the GCaMP6s GECI in mammalian cells, we co-

expressed them with the red jRGECO1a GECI  in HeLa cells and characterized their localization, brightness, and

response to the Ca  transients. We generated the NES-jRGECO1a-P2A-NCaMPs/GCaMP6s fusions with self-cleavable

P2A peptide and transiently expressed them in HeLa cells (Figure 3a and Table S4). The NCaMP variants revealed green

fluorescence evenly distributed in the cells and co-localized with red fluorescence of the jRGECO1a indicator (Figure 3a).

The addition of 2.5 µM ionomycin to the cell cultures resulted in an increase of NCaMPs’ green fluorescence (Figure 3a)

with an average ΔF/F response of 2.0–22.5 (Table S4). The ΔF/F response of 10.0 ± 2.4 for the NCaMP7 indicator was

similar (p = 0.8015) to the response of 12.2 ± 3.1 for the control GCaMP6s. The ΔF/F responses of NCaMPs were equal

(NCaMP4, p = 0.6032) or 3.2–7.3-fold larger (NCaMP7-10, p = 0.0079) as compared to the response of the jRGECO1a

indicator (Table S4). Except for NCaMP10, the ΔF/F responses for the NCaMP7, NCaMP9, and NCaMP4 GECIs in HeLa

cells were 1.3–4.5-fold lower as compared to their dynamic ranges for the purified proteins (Table 1, Table S1, and Table
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S4); the decrease of the NCaMPs’ dynamic range in HeLa cells correlated with their calcium affinity in vitro. We speculate

that only NCaMP10 with a K  of 306 nM was not bound to calcium ions at physiological concentrations of calcium ions in

resting HeLa cells, and all other NCaMPs with lower K  values of 82–173 nM were, to different extents, bound to the

calcium ions. Hence, except for NCaMP4, all NCaMPs demonstrated high ΔF/F values of 10–23 in response to

ionomycin-induced calcium concentration elevation in HeLa cells, which were similar (NCaMP7, p = 0.8015) or 1.6-

(NCaMP10, p = 0.0159) and 1.8-fold (NCaMP9, p = 0.079) larger as compared to the GCaMP6s indicator.

Figure 3. Response of the NCaMP7 indicator to Ca  variations in HeLa cells. (a) Confocal images of HeLa cells co-

expressing green NCaMP7 (left) and red jRGECO1a (right) calcium indicators. The graph illustrates changes in green or

red fluorescence of the NCaMP7 and reference co-expressed jR-GECO1a genetically encoded calcium indicators

(GECIs) in response to the addition of 2.5 µM of ionomycin. The changes on the graph correspond to the area indicated

with white circles. One example of five is shown. (b) Example of confocal images of HeLa cells expressing GCaMP6s and

NCaMP7 calcium indicators used for the fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments. The graphs

illustrate FRAP induced changes in green fluorescence of NCaMP7 and control GCaMP6s GECIs at physiological Ca

concentrations and in response to the 5 µM ionomycin addition for a 60 s time scale. (c) FRAP changes for 2.5 s time

scale. (b,c) Error bars are standard deviations across five cells.

To estimate the brightness of NCaMPs and GCaMP6s in HeLa cells, we normalized the maximally achievable green

fluorescence of the NCaMPs and the GCaMP6s GECI to the maximal red fluorescence of jRGECO1a expressed in the

same cells upon ionomycin administration (Table S4). The brightnesses of NCaMP4 (p = 0.4127), NCaMP7 (p = 0.6667),

and NCaMP9 (p = 0.8889) were similar to the brightness of GCaMP6s. Only the brightness of NCaMP10 was slightly

higher (p = 0.0238), by 1.4-fold, than that for GCaMP6s. Hence, in HeLa cells, most NCaMPs had brightnesses similar to

the brightness of GCaMP6s.

It was earlier suggested that the CaM/M13-peptide pair in the ncpGCaMP6s indicator may be less accessible for

interaction with endogenous proteins as compared to the GCaMP6s GECI as a consequence of their different designs .

Because the NCaMP7 indicator has the same NTnC-like design as ncpGCaMP, we assessed the suggested reduction of

interactions of the NCaMP7 indicator with the intracellular environment using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

(FRAP) of the NCaMP7 study in the cytosol of HeLa cells. FRAP experiments were performed on HeLa cells transiently

transfected with NCaMP7 and the control GCaMP6s GECI. In a 60 s time scale, NCaMP7 and the GCaMP6s GECI

showed the same (p = 0.9444) percent of immobile fractions at low physiological Ca  concentrations (NCaMP7, 8 ± 19%,

vs. GCaMP6s, 3 ± 15%) (Fig 3b), which were not statistically different (p = 0.6825) from 0%. In a 60 s time scale,

ionomycin-induced elevated Ca  concentrations resulted in similar (p = 0.2222) increases of immobile fraction until 18 ±

6% and 13 ± 4% for NCaMP7 and the GCaMP6s GECI, respectively; these percent values were statistically different (p =

0.0079) from 0%. In a 2.5 s time scale under low calcium concentration, NCaMP7 revealed a significantly 2.5-fold (p =

0.0079) less percent of immobile fraction of 16 ± 5% as compared to 40 ± 7% for GCaMP6s (Figure 3c, left). In the same
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time scale at elevated Ca  concentrations, NCaMP7 and GCaMP6 had similar (p = 0.9444) mobility (38 ± 5% vs. 35 ±

12% of immobile fractions for NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s, respectively) (Figure 3c, right). Hence, depending on the time

scale and calcium concentrations, NCaMP7 demonstrated a similar or 2.5-fold higher mobility than the GCaMP6s GECI.

These results support the idea that the insertion design or topology of the NCaMP7 indicator prevents its interactions with

its intracellular surroundings to some extent.

As compared to GCaMP6s, the FGCaMP calcium indicator based on fungal Ca -binding proteins demonstrated higher

mobility at physiological calcium concentrations in a 0.6 s time scale . A novel design for the GCaMP-X calcium indicator

was used to overcome the calcium channel perturbations induced by the calmodulin in GCaMP6m . Thus, GCaMP-X

design, the NTnC-like topology of the NCaMP7 indicator, and the application of CaM from fungus in the FGCaMP

indicator are alternative strategies to reduce intracellular environment perturbations by GECIs.

6. Visualization of Spontaneous and Induced Neuronal Activity in
Dissociated Culture Using NCaMP Indicators and Confocal Imaging

To estimate the ΔF/F responses of NCaMPs compared to GCaMP6s GECI, we used an external electric field for

stimulation of dissociated neuronal cultures co-expressing green NCaMPs or the control GCaMP6s GECI, together with

the red R-GECO1 indicator (Figure S16 and Table S5). The ΔF/F responses per 1 action potential (AP) for NCaMP4 (19 ±

13%) and NCaMP10 (13 ± 18%) were similar (p = 0.2494 and 0.0953, respectively) to the same characteristic for

GCaMP6s (13 ± 8%). The ΔF/F responses per 1 AP for NCaMP7 (40 ± 9%) and NCaMP9 (36 ± 9%) were significantly 3-

fold (p < 0.0001) larger than the respective response for GCaMP6s. Hence, on neuronal cultures, all NCaMPs robustly

detected neuronal activity, although NCaMP7 was the best in this respect. Thus, we selected NCaMP7 for further

validation in neuronal culture.

Figure S16. Comparison of responses of green NCaMPs and GCaMP6s indicators normalized to the response of
the control red R-GECO1 GECI to external field stimulation of neurons co-expressing the GECIs in dissociated
neuronal culture. The numeric values of the slopes calculated from the dependences of ΔF/F over a number of APs are

listed in Table S5.

To validate the functionality of the best NCaMP7 indicator in neurons in more detail, we characterized its localization and

fluorescence changes during spontaneous activity in primary mouse neuronal cultures. Accordingly, for localization

imaging, we transiently transfected neuronal cultures with plasmids carrying the NCaMP7 green indicator together with

the reference of near-infrared mIRFP  under the control of the CAG and Syn promoters, respectively. NCaMP7

demonstrated even distribution in neurons and their branches and was excluded from the nucleus (Figure 4a).
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Figure 4. Calcium imaging of primary mouse neurons expressing NCaMP7. (a) Representative confocal images of

neurons co-expressing NCaMP7 and miRFP. (b) Representative single cell recording of NCaMP7 green fluorescence

responses during spontaneous neuronal activity. (c) Maximal (left) and average (right) ΔF/F for the experiment of b. (d)

Time constant for the rise (left) and decay (right) of the NCaMP7 fluorescence during the calcium spikes for the

experiment of b. Scale bar, 50 µm.

For functional imaging, we transduced neuronal cultures with rAAVs carrying CAG-NES-NCaMP7 and recorded the

spontaneous activity of neurons between 12–19 days in vitro (DIVs). The maximal and averaged ΔF/F responses for the

NCaMP7 indicator were about 3.8 and 3.4, respectively (Figure 4b,c). The averaged rise and decay half-times for

NCaMP7 were 2.4 ± 0.7 and 5 ± 2 s, respectively. The kinetics and response of NCaMP7 during neuronal spontaneous

activity were slightly different from those for GCaMP6s, which demonstrated average rise and decay half-times of 0.6 ±

0.2 and 2.5 ± 1.7 s , respectively, and an average ΔF/F of 1.28 ± 1.83 . Overall, these data indicate that the NCaMP7

indicator was well localized in cultured neurons and reliably visualized the spontaneous and electrical field-evoked activity

of neuronal cultures.

7. In Vivo Imaging of Neuronal Activity in the Hippocampus of Freely
Moving Mice Using NCaMPs and an nVista Miniscope

To finally choose the best variant among the NCaMP indicators, we performed in vivo imaging with an nVista head-

mounted miniscope, and compared kinetics, ΔF/F responses, and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of NCaMPs during the

visualization of spontaneous neuronal calcium activity in the CA1 field of the hippocampus of freely moving mice during

the exploration of a circular track (Figure 5a). NCaMPs were delivered into the mouse hippocampus using rAAVs carrying

NES-NCaMPs under the control of the CAG promoter. Based on the spike detection routine described earlier [9], we

calculated characteristics averaged across all recorded neuronal activity during the exploration of the O-shaped track by

mice. Except for NCaMP9, all NCaMPs demonstrated similar average rise and decay half-times of 0.8–0.9 and 2.0–2.3 s,

respectively (Table S6). NCaMP9 had the slowest kinetics with rise and decay half-times of 1.2 ± 0.8 and 2.5 ± 1.2 s,

respectively. The longest decay half-time for NCaMP9 in vivo correlated with its slowest dissociation kinetics measured

using stopped-flow fluorimetry in vitro (Table S1). Among all NCaMPs, NCaMP7 revealed the best in vivo performance

with respect to peak ΔF/F and SNR values (Table S6). Overall, because, among all NCaMPs tested, NCaMP7 showed

similar fast dynamics but higher ΔF/F and SNR values, we considered it as the indicator of choice for in vivo applications

and further characterized it more carefully.
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Figure 5. In vivo neuronal Ca  activity in the hippocampus of freely behaving mice visualized using NCaMP7 and

GCaMP6s calcium indicators and a one-photon nVista HD miniscope. (a) Photo of O-shaped track with landmarks and

mouse which explores it with an nVista HD miniscope mounted on its head. (b) Spatial filters and sample traces obtained

from a 15-min imaging session of freely behaving mice expressing NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s GECIs. Scale bar, 100 µm.

(c) Mean spikes for NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s calcium indicators; spikes above the 4 median absolute deviation (MAD)

threshold, and not less than 50% of the maximal trace value, were aligned at the start of the peak (3 s). (d) Example of a

circular plot for NCaMP7 mouse trajectory during the exploration of the circular track, synchronized with the spikes of a

place cell (red triangles). (e) Averaged ΔF/F responses for space-evoked activity across place neuronal cells (n = 3,

NCaMP7; n = 5, GCaMP6s) in the CA1 area of the hippocampus for the NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s indicators. The

NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s indicators were delivered to the hippocampus with rAAVs carrying AAV-CAG-NES-

NCaMP7/GCaMP6s. Ns, not significant.

Then, we compared the performance of the NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s indicators during the recording of total (specific and

nonspecific) neuronal activity in the CA1 field of the hippocampus using the same model and NVista miniscope as

described above, but obtaining more data for better statistical comparison. We recorded the green fluorescence in the

CA1 area of hippocampus with a head-mounted miniscope (Figure 5a) when mice were exploring the O-shaped track with

landmarks (examples of recordings are shown in Figure 5b). Using MIN1PIPE procedure pipeline  and manual

inspection, we successfully identified active cells and extracted respective calcium activity ΔF/F traces (Figure 5b). The

ΔF/F response averaged across all recorded neuronal activity for NCaMP7 was 1.9 ± 1.6; it was similar (p = 0.0615) to the

average ΔF/F response of 2.1 ± 1.8 for GCaMP6s (Figure 5c and Table S7). The average rise and decay half-times for

NCaMP7 (0.95 ± 0.52 and 3.0 ± 0.9 s, respectively) were 1.25- and 1.2-fold (p < 0.0001) longer as compared to the same

half-times for GCaMP6s (0.76 ± 0.49 and 2.5 ± 0.9 s, respectively). Hence, according to in vivo NVista imaging data,

NCaMP7 visualized the total (specific and nonspecific) neuronal activity in the hippocampus of mice with efficiency

practically identical to GCaMP6s.

We next compared the ability of the NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s indicators to visualize the place-specific activity of CA1 cells

using an nVista miniscope . With this aim, using the NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s indicators, we correlated the neuronal

calcium activity in the CA1 area of the hippocampus with the mouse movement in the O-shaped track with landmarks

(Figure 5a). As a result, using both indicators, we identified the neurons that were specifically activated in certain parts of

the track (one example of an NCaMP7-labeled place cell is shown in Figure 5d). The ΔF/F responses of NCaMP7 (3.6 ±

1.5) averaged across space-specific activity of neuronal place cells were similar (p = 0.9338) to the respective responses

for the GCaMP6s indicator (3.7 ± 0.9) (Figure 5e). Overall, among all NCaMPs, the NCaMP7 indicator demonstrated the

best performance in visualization of total hippocampal neuronal activity, which was similar to the performance of

GCaMP6s; NCaMP7 identified hippocampal place cells with a similar efficiency as the GCaMP6s indicator.
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8. In Vivo Two-Photon Imaging of Neuronal Activity in the Visual Cortex of
Awake Mice Using the NCaMP7 Indicator

To assess the best NCaMP7 indicator in standard two-photon in vivo application, we next carried out two-photon calcium

imaging of the NCaMP7 indicator in the 2/3 layer (L2/3) of the primary visual cortex (V1) of awake head-fixed mice during

the presentation of drifting grating as a visual stimulus. The NCaMP7 indicator was delivered into the brain of the P0 pups

using an injection of rAAV particles. In the 5–7 weeks post-infection, we implanted cranial windows above the V1 brain

area of the mice and identified cytosolic nuclei-excluded expression of the NCaMP7 indicator in neuronal bodies (15-25

µm in diameter) according to the green fluorescence in the L2/3 at up to 450 µm in depth (Figure 6a). A wavelength of 960

nm was optimal for two-photon excitation of the NCaMP7-expressing neurons. We further imaged the calcium neuronal

activity during the presentation of a black PC monitor, and the same monitor with black–white gratings moving in eight

different directions, as a visual stimulus for the NCaMP7-expressing mice. We found neurons demonstrating grating-

evoked activity in three mice at depths of 100–230 µm (Figure 6b).

Figure 6. In vivo drifting grating-evoked neuronal activity in the mouse cortex visualized using NCaMP7, GCaMP6s

calcium indicators, and two-photon microscopy. (a) The three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of NCaMP7-positive cells in

the V1 visual cortex area excited with 960 nm light. Block size, 360 × 360 × 470 µm. (b) Two-photon images of the V1

layer 2/3 neurons acquired during the presentation of drifting grating to the mice expressing NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s

indicators. Raw (in black) and averaged (in red, averaged across five repetitions) ΔF/F responses during the presentation

of drifting gratings (eight directions, five repetitions) are shown for the marked neurons. The directions of the drifting

gratings (blue lines) are shown with arrows (in black). Grey vertical boxes correspond to the time of the grating

presentation. (c) Averaged ΔF/F responses and SNR for grating-evoked activity across neurons (n = 2, NCaMP7; n = 2,

GCaMP6s) in the V1 area for the NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s indicators.

According to the analysis among neurons with the largest grating-evoked responses, NCaMP7 showed a 3.4-fold higher

(p < 0.0001) average ΔF/F response of 4.1 ± 1.1 compared to the ΔF/F value of 1.2 ± 0.6 for the GCaMP6s indicator

(Figure 6c). As compared to GCaMP6s, the increased response of NCaMP7 during stimulus-evoked neuronal activity in

the mouse cortex correlated with its 3-fold higher ΔF/F values during electrical stimulation of cultured neurons (Figure

S16). NCaMP7 and GCaMP6s demonstrated similar SNR values of 16 ± 12 and 16 ± 14 (p = 0.8970), respectively (Figure

6c). Overall, these data show that the NCaMP7 indicator is appropriate for in vivo two-photon calcium imaging in the

mouse cortex and enables the detection of stimulus-evoked calcium transients in neurons.
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